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This walkthrough focuses on the Makeover's differences from the unmodified NWN2: MotB. This should provide enough information to access the OC companions and the areas added to MotB by the Makeover.

This is not a complete walkthrough of Neverwinter Nights 2: Mask of the Betrayer. Complete walkthroughs of unmodified MotB are freely available at the NWN2 Vault, GameBanshee, Thieves' Guild,  GameFAQ's, Sorceror's Net, GameSpot and other online sites.

For more information on features of the Makeover please read the READ ME file included in its distribution.

Giving Credit Where Credit Is Due (or not):

Before continuing I want to briefly give credit to the authors whose works inspired some of my development of the MotB Makeover and I encourage anyone reading this to pick up the works of these authors.

- Roger Zelazny, author of “Lord of Light” and the Chronicles of Amber.
- Jack Chalker, author of “Midnight at the Well of Souls” and the other Wellworld books.
- Stephen R. Donaldson, author of the Chronicles of Thomas Covenant the Unbeliever.
- William Shakespeare

Some have said that my solution for Ammon Jerro resembles the horcruxes introduced by J. K. Rowling in the Harry Potter novels. While there is some similarity in the ideas I was not thinking of those novels when coming up with the idea, I was rather trying to come up with a reason for traveling to multiple places and the soul-combining concept was already present in the MotB plot. So while I have read the books, I do not think I was derivative of them. Certainly not intentionally.

Directions for accessing the new areas when recovering Ammon Jerro's soul:

In the unmodified MotB the player has the opportunity in the Academy of Shapers and Binders in Thay to recover the soul of the warlock Ammon Jerro.  The means of doing so in the unmodified game involves recovering the souls of Academy students and trading them with demons. This can be troubling to players playing lawful good characters and so the Makeover provides an alternative method that also allows encountering some old friends from the OC. In order for this alternative to be available there are a few things the player must be aware of:

- You need to act to restore AJ's soul fairly soon after finding him. If you wait too long Sheva Whitefeather will no longer talk to you and that will prevent access to the new areas.
- You must heal AJ before opening the door in the headmistress tower. This is because after opening the door you will lose access to Poruset and Djafi and you will need their assistance to restore AJ. (In the conversation with Startear near the door he will remind you of this.)
- You should not destroy the scribe in the Death God's Vault. This can be done in the unmodified MotB, but in the Makeover it is prevented unless AJ’s soul has already been recovered.
- You must not destroy the woodsman. If you did then Sheva Whitefeather will no longer speak with you and that will prevent access to the new areas.
- You will need to locate the Periapt of the Lost Witch in Mulsantir.
- You will need the assistance of the Keeper of Doors, so if there is some way to destroy him (not sure if there is) you should not.


The Academy of Binders and Shapers in Thay:

When you enter the academy Master Djafi will approach and fill you in on the latest happenings. After the conversation you will be free to investigate the Academy. The Makeover doesn't remove anything, but some things are no longer necessary. The changes that have been made are to allow the recovery of Ammon Jerros's soul and the opening of the Headmistress Nefris’ door without having to barter with demons or manipulate souls. These are the two major events to resolve in the Academy.

The first floor is where the Academy classrooms are and a few additional rooms.

In the Soul Depository you will be able to view souls. Some of these souls are required to open the Headmistress Nefris' door. 

In the Golem Laboratory you can make bets with Artesh to win a soul. This soul could be used to trade to the pit fiends Oronock and Thael-ka on the Instructors’ Quarters level beneath the classrooms to recover Ammon Jerro's soul, but with the Makeover this is not required.

The Mephit Experiment is a means of gaining the Fragmented Soul needed to open Nefris' door. You will need to get this soul.

Master Inarus will give you a keyring but only if you agree to demonstrate your spirit eater powers for the class. The Makeover now provides an alternative way to get the keyring (from Inarus’ corpse after the Red Wizard ambush), so this is not necessary.

Head to the stairs leading down to the Instructors’ Quarters.

Ammon Jerro can be found in the Soulless Ward along with Bebtu. Bebtu wants his real soul and you can get it for him from the Soul Depository, and in exchange he will give you the Surrogate Soul, a Promissory Note, and 2000 experience points. The Surrogate Soul is one of the four souls needed to open the Headmistress Nefris’ door.

Click on Ammon Jerro to examine him and Safiya will tell you that his soul has been extracted by force. After doing this you should speak with the pit fiends in the Summoning Room on this floor.

The pit fiends will offer to trade you AJ’s soul in exchange for an amount of gold and either two or three souls. You will have the option of asking if there is any other option and Thael-ka will respond “None that we know of. But we are negotiators, not instructors.”  If you ask them a second time they will suggest more plainly that an instructor might know of a way. This is the clue that you need to go back upstairs and speak with an instructor. You can speak with each instructor, but Master Djafi is the instructor who can help you.

Once you tell Master Djafi that you are unwilling to barter for AJ’s soul he will agree to help you by giving you three flawless diamonds and a flawless ruby. He tells you that Poruset may be able to use an ancient ritual from the lost tome “The Well of Souls” along with  the diamonds to make the ruby capable of attracting AJ’s soul. He tells you that the tome was stolen long ago by a priest of Myrkul. He also says that you will need to find three soul-infused memories of AJ’s  and that you should speak to the witches of Mulsantir about it. It doesn’t matter whether you retrieve the tome or the soul-infused memories first, but the Stoneeater’s Ring you can find in the Death God’s Vault has a use when recovering the soul-infused memories, so you may want to do that quest first. Both of these quests are supplemental material added by the Makeover.

Retrieving “The Well of Souls”:

According to Master Djafi “The Well of Souls” is an ancient tome that was stolen by a priest of Myrkul. The reasonable thing to do would be to return to the Death God’s Vault and speak to the chief scribe there since he used to be a priest of Myrkul.

Exit the Academy and then return to the Lienna’s Workshop in the Shadow Theater through the portal. Exit the Shadow Theater through the south door (missing map point). Head north from the Shadow Theater (another missing map point) until you reach the Death God’s Vault and enter.

In order to get “Tthe Well of Souls” the Spirit Eater will need to speak with the Chief Scribe in the Scriptorium. You should be able to ask him about the tome and he will then give it to you.  There is no need to go through any other rooms of the Vault at this time, which is probably a good thing because your party may not be strong enough to easily do so.  If you can though you should get the key to the Skeleton Room from the nearby Death Knights and then enter and finish off the Skeleton Room. This is because one of the drops in the Skeleton Room is the Stoneeater’s Ring which you can later use to cast the Stone to Flesh spell when recovering AJ’s soul from the Shadow Plane. If you can cast Stone to Flesh (or Resurrection, Raise Dead, or Greater Dispelling) in some other way then the ring isn’t needed.

It is possible that if you have played MotB and spoken with the Chief Scribe before you installed the Makeover then when you return to the Chief Scribe you will not get the option to ask him about “The Well of Souls”. If this is the case then you will need to use the console to get the tome by doing the following:

Press the enter/return key and then type
##debugmode 1
followed by the enter/return key to turn on debugmode
Press the enter/return key and then type
##giveitem bb_it_book_well_of_souls
followed by the enter/return key to give the item to the currently selected character
Press the enter/return key and then type
##debugmode 0
followed by the enter/return key to turn off debugmode

With “The Well of Souls” in your inventory you can leave the Death God’s Vault.

Retrieving the three soul-infused memories of Ammon Jerro:

Master Djafi indicated that the Witches of Mulsantir can help in retrieving the soul-infused memories from the Shadow Plane. So you will need to return to Mulsantir and speak with the witch Sheva Whitefeather. Sheva informs you that the Keeper of Doors can transport you where you need to go, but only if you can deceive him into believing that you are his master. The deception can be achieved by wearing an artifact called the Mask of the Soulless which will prevent the Keeper from identifying you by your soul. Sheva has the artifact and is willing to give it to you in exchange for the Periapt of the Lost Witch (nx1_amulet07).  The Periapt is a standard MotB item that can be found elsewhere in Mulsantir (check a standard MotB walkthrough for its location). Once you have found it Sheva will give you the Mask of the Soulless.  Note that if you have destroyed the Woodsman then Sheva will refuse to aid you.

Return to the Keeper of Doors, put on the Mask and speak with him. The Mask will allow you to convince him that you are his master and he will be willing to transport you to the appropriate Shadows to retrieve the three soul-memories of Ammon Jerro. Each memory is in a separate area and after retrieving the memory just speak to the Keeper again to move on to the next area. Once you leave an area you will not be able to return to it so make certain you have investigated thoroughly before leaving. Because you will not be able to return to these areas, you will not be allowed to leave companions behind in these areas and certain plot items will also be undroppable.

Getting the first Soul-infused Diamond:

The first area the Keeper of Doors will transport you to is Shadow West Harbor just after the first battle with the King of Shadows. The village still burns in the wake of this disaster. There are three NPC’s you can speak with: 

Daeghun is located near the burning Farlong residence. You can approach him and attempt to speak with him if you wish but he is in mourning and shock and there is nothing that can be done for him.

The child Amie is located in the shade of a tree. If you wish to save Amie from her death during the siege on West Harbor at the beginning of the OC then you can share a secret about her future with her. This will save her and allow her to become a companion later.

The shade of Ammon Jerro is located near the scar burned into the ground. At this point of crisis in his life he is willing to give up his compassion. You must agree to take his compassion and that will transform the first of the three flawless diamonds into a soul-infused diamond.

There is nothing more to do in West Harbor so you can return to the Keeper and move on to the next area.

Getting the second Soul-infused Diamond:

The second area the Keeper of Doors will transport you to is the Shadow of the Jerro family farm.

If you shared a secret with the child Amie in West Harbor then the adult Amie will teleport in from Candlekeep and join your party. She shares some information about Sand , Zhjaeve, Elanee, Bishop, Neeshka, Qara, and Casavir. None of the OC companions you meet will count against the maximum number of party members allowed in the party (increased by the Makeover from 5 to 8), so you will not need to drop MotB companions to gain OC companions.

In the vicinity of the farm you can find a few magic items. The most significant of which is the Tattered Cloak which is on the scarecrow.

In the house there are a few items to retrieve. In the storeroom there is a crate with some gems. In the bedroom you can find a rusty key which can be used to open the family crypt, Black Robe of the Archmagi, and the Gripping Gloves of Grinbar.

To find the shade of Ammon Jerro you will need to leave the farm yard and make your way to the Jerro family cemetery. Speak with the shade of Ammon Jerro there to gain the second soul-infused diamond. In this section of the area you can also raid the graves and using the rusty key enter the crypt.

Within the crypt several magic items can be found, including the unique Staff of Earthmight, Wyvern Hide Full Plate, a Helm of Darkness, and Mithral Full Plate. In addition the crypt contains Shandra Jerro’s sarcophagus and a life-sized statue of Shandra.  There is nothing that can be done with the sarcophagus, but casting the Stone to Flesh spell or Resurrection or Raise Dead or Greater Dispelling on the statue will restore Shandra to life and allow her to join your party as a companion. When recovered Shandra can speak a little about Sand and Grobnar and explain how she ended up in the crypt as a statue.

Getting the third Soul-infused Diamond:

The third area the Keeper of Doors will transport you to is Ammon Jerro’s Haven.  In the exterior area of the Haven you can find several magic items including: a Drow Piwafi Cloak, a Scarab of Greater Protection, a Ring of Regeneration, a Coin of Life, a Scabbard of Blessing, a Bag of Holding, and the scythe Wicked Union. You will also find an old iron key that can be used to open the door to the Haven. You can speak to the guardian to see if there is an alternative way to open the door.

Once you enter the Haven you will encounter Mephasm. The demon tells you that in order to reach what you seek you will need to battle your way through the Haven and use the portal in the final room that leads to the laboratory. There are many magic items that can be found in the Haven including several Coins of Life and spell scrolls, a Planar Mace, Boots of the Stalwart Defender, Holy Avenger sword, Mask of the Skull, Rainbow Armor, Kossuth’s Belt of Priestly Might, an Adamantine Morningstar, and the Nightthief’s Claw. Unlike the OC, the demons and devils in the Haven will be hostile to you and need to be destroyed.

When you reach the laboratory you will find Ammon Jerro and Mephasm standing before two glowing spheres.  Once you finish speaking with Ammon Jerro you will need to speak with Mephasm in order to leave the room. Mephasm informs you that he rescued Neeshka and Casavir and gives you the option to have them if you can solve two riddles. If you solve the two riddles correctly then Neeshka and Casavir will be able to join your party. (It makes sense within the game context that Mephasm rescued Neeshka since there is the possibility that she is related to him.)

The first riddle is one I learned as a child and is fairly simple.  The second is based on a well known riddle.

The answer to the first riddle is the ninth word in this list:
Father, son, uncle, brother, nephew, son, father, brother, son, uncle, father, nephew, brother, uncle, father, son, nephew

The answer to the second riddle is the tenth word in this list:
Neeshka, Casavir, Mephasm, Casavir, Neeshka, Neshka, Casavir, Mephasm, Casavir, Neeshka, Neeshka, Casavir

Mephasm can teleport you out of the Haven and you can speak with the Keeper to return to the Shadow Theater. If you have saved Neeshka and Casavir then they will join you. You can speak with them about their relationship and what happened to them.

If you saved Amie and Shandra and Neeshka and Casavir you will find that while Amie claims to remember everyone, Neeshka and Casavir do not remember her. This is because the Amie you saved is a shadow Amie and the Neeshka and Casavir saved by Mephasm were the real Neeshka and Casavir. Amie knows the shadow versions of Neeshka and Casavir, but the real versions never met her. Shandra may also be the shadow Shandra as well, since there are remains in her sarcophagus that could be the remains of the real Shandra, but that isn’t made clear. Normally shadow versions of people are not allowed to travel between shadows and the real world, but it may be that the Spirit Eater curse gives you greater power over shadows.

Making the soul-attuned Ruby and Getting AJ’s Soul:

Once you have the three soul-infused diamonds and “The Well of Souls” you should return to the Academy and speak with Poruset. Poruset will be willing to create the soul-attuned Ruby and then informs you that if the Ruby is brought near the actual soul of Ammon Jerro then his soul will be drawn to it.

Now return to the summoning room on the Instructors’ Quarters level and speak with the Pit Fiends. When you demand that they show you that they really have Ammon Jerro’s soul it will transfer to your inventory in place of the soul-attuned ruby. Return to Ammon Jerro’s body and speak with him to reintroduce his soul. After this Ammon Jerro will be able to join your party as a full companion and can level up (rather than being limited to level 20). When you speak with AJ his conversation no longer includes the standard MotB statements that were viewed by many as dismissive and disrespectful of the OC companions (since most of the companions have proven to have survived the rockfall the lines were no longer needed.) (Similar lines were removed from the conversation of the gargoyles in the Shadow Theater.)


Unlocking the Headmistress Nefris’ Door:

In order to continue the plot you will need to open the locked door in the Headmistress’ Tower. The door has a special lock that requires four souls to open: the fragmented soul, the incomplete soul, the marked soul, and the surrogate soul. 

The fragmented soul can be gained by completing the Mephit experiment in the Academy classrooms.

The incomplete soul can be gained by completing the apparatus puzzle in the Academy Instructors’ Quarters.

The surrogate soul can be gained from Bebtu in the Soulless Ward.

The marked soul normally requires having Poruset merge two souls together and then trading that to the Pit Fiends. The Makeover provides an alternative method which is to speak with the Archmage Startear. Startear is willing to give you a marked soul in exchange for finding the Mourningring for him. The Mourningring is a standard MotB item that is found in the Storage Room in the Academy Founder’s Sanctum. (The Startear conversation should auto-initiate, but if it does not then just initiate the conversation by clicking on him.)


Miscellany:

Spirit Eater points are not consumed during idle time, during conversations, or when waiting until dusk or dawn. They can be regained by consuming volatile, brilliant, and pristine spirit essences, giving 5, 40, and 100 spirit eater points, respectively. [To consume a spirit essence just right-click and select the Use option. If it has no “use” option then use the Shaper’s Alembic on it to divide or combine it. The resultant spirit essences should be usable.]

The Meditate option can be used from the player context menu in place of having the party rest.

The broken ring can be found in the Founder’s Sanctum.

The broken scythe can be found in the lower level of the Death God’s Vault.

You can only destroy the scribes in the Death God’s Vault after you restore Ammon Jerros’s soul. 

The Dream Weapon can be wielded by any party member and the transformations allowed are based on the feats of the party member holding it, rather than the Spirit Eater. It is also no longer frozen if transformed into a longsword and can be transformed to a number of additional weapon types: Bastard Sword, Club, Falchion, Handaxe, Katana, Kukri, Light Crossbow, Morningstar, Rapier, Scythe, Short Sword, Spear, and Warhammer.

The size and appearance of Okku can be changed to make him more manageable as a companion. To alter his size or appearance speak with him.

It is possible for evil characters to gain the Eternal Rest feat via the Myrkul's Priest conversation. (suggested by puiwaihin)

The Inarus conversation has been altered to correct the bugs that allowed the creation of multiple elementals and ghouls and repeated influence gains with Okku. Also an alignment shift toward evil has been added if the player consumes a spirit or soul.

Inarus will now participate with the other masters in the Red Wizard showdown if not already dealt with. His keyring and robes can be recovered from his corpse. (This provides an alternative way to get his keyring without having to do Spirit Eater demonstrations for his class.)

The Pit Fiend discussion is fixed so that you are no longer able to get repeated influence with Gann.

Changes in Kaelyn, Okku, Safiya, and Gann conversations are made to prevent combat interruptions from preventing getting special feats

Corrected bug in Okku's conversation where it was checking for a special feat with the incorrect parameters.

Change in entry script for Thay academy instructor area so that members of large parties do not end up in the locked room near the stairs.

Lamentations of the Dead acquire bug fixed.

Tome of Rebirth acquire bug fixed (corrected campaign script name)


